
They Have Nothing...and They Have Everything  
 
The Triangle Serves Team, in partnership with Courts For Kids, returned Thursday, July 14 from 
a service project in Guayajayuco, Dominican Republic. The Triangle Serves Team consisted of 
twenty-three athletes and four coaches.   
 
Like most leaders, I enjoy challenging books and do my best to stay disciplined with the practice 
of reading. So, as we embarked on our trip to Guayajayuco on July 6, I did so armed with plenty 
of work clothes, sun screen, bug spray, snacks, and a copy of the following books: Integrity by 
Dr. Henry Cloud, Grit by Angela Duckworth, and Daring Greatly by Brene Brown. With all due 
respect to these fine authors, I read half of one book on the trip but learned far more than any 
words printed on a page could ever teach me.   
 

 
 
Thursday, July 7 – morning  
After a long day of travel yesterday, we spent last night in a hotel in Santiago, DR. We will leave 
this morning, along with Richard our bus driver and our Courts for Kids DR Director Stacey 
Cooper, to Guayajayuco. Stacey told us that we are going to her favorite area of the DR and 
after having spent the last four years in the country, she knows it well. She also informed us that 
it is a very small rural mountain community with no electricity and in some areas of the 
community, no running water. In addition to the many lessons we will learn on this journey, we 
will also apparently be learning what "bucket showers" are. I'm thinking glorified bird bath but we 
will see.   
 
Thank you to our Triangle family, near and far, for your thoughts, prayers, and support to make 
this trip possible. We will be out of touch but in good hands.   
 
Saturday, July 9 – morning  
We are settled into the community and "comfortable." Travel was difficult by bus from Santiago, 
specifically the final hour of the trip which was spent on windy dirt mountain roads. Yesterday 



was a day filled with moving dirt, getting more dirt, and moving dirt again. We have great help 
from many of the local kids – the interactions with the kids have been the highlight for many. My 
estimate is that we have had 30-40 kids at various times helping at the site. Another highlight 
was the scenery. We are in a remote mountain town – just completely surrounded by 
mountains.   
 
The tough parts have been centered around the project itself – we have done a lot of work but 
due to some "engineering" issues beyond our control, we may not ultimately finish the court. In 
fact, I think it was phrased accurately that "it would take a miracle." Our focus will shift to moving 
the project forward as well as we can with the community and doing our best to connect with 
them.   
 
The kids and staff are doing well – the guys are sleeping at a local house* and the young 
women, Sarah, and Tania are in a dorm style structure with bunk beds (think rustic summer 
camp cabins). We are being well cared for – certainly not comfortable compared to our typical 
living situations.   
 
*The local house happened to also be the home of a family (or more) of mice so after sleeping 
very little on the first night, I set up camp outside in the pavilion under a mosquito net. Blake and 
Jeremy survived the mice and slept well at the house.   
 
Sunday, July 10 – morning  
Yesterday was a full day of work and play. From 800-1130am, our team along with some local 
men from the community (no women) worked at different jobs. The "engineer" had constructed 
a wall surrounding the court prior to our arrival. The court will sit on a slight hill and at one end of 
the court, he had constructed a nine foot high wall. After much "discussion" it was decided that 
we needed to take three rows of cement blocks down all around the court. Destroying the three 
rows was the fun part but it created more seemingly unnecessary, not to mention difficult, clean 
up. From an American perspective, much of the work we have done so far could have been 
eliminated with proper/better planning and engineering.   
 
After lunch, work came to a stand still as we were waiting on a machine to help with leveling the 
dirt. We discovered that the mother of the driver of the machine died. He will not arrive until 
Monday now. We will continue to work at leveling by hand today but that work is significant.  
 
Yesterday evening, we put about 35 people in the back of a pick up truck and drove to the river 
– while this broke every law related to highway safety in the U.S., it allowed us to experience a 
very ordinary mode of transportation in the DR. When we arrived at the river, we played 
volleyball with some of the locals, swam, and cleaned up. 
 
Seeing how they travel is a bit of a glimpse inside the selfless nature of their culture. They don't 
have much in material goods but what they do have is shared with everyone. Public 
transportation is truly public. If there is space – and there always seems to be space – a traveler 
jumps in to the truck. It was common to see 20-30-40 people in the back of a truck traveling 
through town. 
 



 
 
 
Sunday, July 10 – evening 
It was another day of moving dirt – and more dirt. The morning tends to be hot but the kids are 
doing good work. After lunch, we did some activities with the Peace Corps volunteers who have 
been a big part of this project. We also played a little volleyball with the PC workers and some of 
the locals. The highlight for a lot of kids and staff today was a scavenger hunt around town. 
Each team had a PC volunteer and the scavenger hunt allowed us to see into some houses and 
interact with the people in the community. It is fascinating to see the culture and living 
conditions. They are proud of their homes and their community despite living in poverty – in 
some cases, extreme poverty. There is no electricity in the community and not all homes have 
running water. Some of the homes do have solar panels but those homes are few and far 
between. If kids have shoes, they are sandals – well worn sandals. One of the local men helping 
with the project said that his greatest stress is providing enough food for his family.  
 
One 12 year old boy named Johnny has been wearing the same clothes every day we have 
been here – this seems to be very common. Johnny is a shy young boy and has stolen my 
heart. By his actions and demeanor, I can tell he is thoughtful, caring, and carries a lot of 
responsibility. He is constantly looking after younger children and is always willing to help. 
 
Tomorrow we will be moving more dirt and hopefully start pouring some cement to add 
reinforcement to the walls. 
 
Monday, July 11 – evening 
A couple of questions for our team to consider and journal about: 

1. How will this experience impact your daily life and outlook on those around you? 
2. How could your experience on this trip impact Triangle Volleyball Club in a practical, 

tangible way? 
 



We woke early this morning to move more dirt and prep the area to pour concrete on the walls. 
The frustrating part of the project is the fact that we have not yet gotten to the point where the 
project was supposed to be on our arrival. That is not to blame anybody but our focus has had 
to be put on moving the project forward so that the community is put in a position to complete it. 
I can’t say enough about our team and also our new friends (from the Peace Corps and from the 
community) to respond in a way that is so selfless. It is like being told you have no chance of 
winning (finishing the court) and still showing up every day ready to work with a great attitude.  
 
We worked today from 630-1200 with a break in shifts for breakfast and another short break. 
We took another quick break for lunch in shifts at 1200 and went back to work. We poured 
concrete for some walls until a thunderstorm hit at 400. This evening, we thanked our Peace 
Corps volunteers for their help with this project by presenting them with Thank You cards and 
Triangle jerseys. They needed the clothes anyway as they did their laundry today and all their 
clothes got wet in the downpour.  
 
Tuesday, July 12 – morning 
With any experience, there are inherent lessons. For me though, I choose not to look back for 
the sake of finding things we could have done differently but instead for how this impacts me/us 
in the future.  
 
What this community has taught me is a new definition of family. Family here extends beyond 
the walls of the home. Nobody has much here and maybe that’s part of it. There is pressure 
here to simply put food on the table but when it’s on the table, all are welcome to it. Nobody is 
left out. It was frequent that kids would come to our site at meal time. We knew they were 
hungry…but there were restrictions on what we should do and give them. That didn’t always 
stop us. One particular meal stood out to me though. There were four young children ranging in 
age from 4-12 sitting on a bench in our pavilion. We had 3 pieces of a “breakfast sandwich” 
remaining after all of the volunteers had eaten. Stacey, our C4K chaperone, gave the 4 kids the 
3 remaining sandwiches. Without hesitation and without prompting, the kids began to divide the 
sandwiches so everybody had some. This act on the part of the kids was repeated over and 
over throughout our time with them. That example of love and selflessness will stay with me 
forever. 
 



 
 
Wednesday, July 13 – evening 
This morning we left Guayajayuco. It will always have a piece of our hearts. I am looking 
forward to going home but this trip has changed me. There are two main reasons: 1) the true 
meaning of family and community 2) Johnny. 
 
The people of Guayajayuco have very little on the surface. Most don’t have running water. 
There is no electricity. More than half of the kids have no shoes. What they have in abundance 
though is a sense of community. They take care of each other – they even take care of perfect 
strangers.  
 
I miss Johnny already. Outside of some high fives, “what’s ups,” and one final hug, we couldn’t 
really communicate. But when I think of our time in Guayajayuco, I will think of Johnny. He is a 
12 year old boy with no shoes and two shirts to his name. He was always looking after 
somebody, always watching, always helping. He was shy but confident. My favorite moment 
with Johnny was on the back of a truck with him when he hesitantly pointed to his house on one 
of our trips to the dirt pile. After our excitement in learning where he lived, he proceeded to point 
to it each and every time we passed it.  
 
There are still a couple weeks before they finish their court but with their sense of community 
and love for one another, I am confident they will. My hope is that kids like Johnny will play for 
years together on their new court. I thank them for teaching me what having everything looks 
like. 


